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ABSTRACT
Despite advances in debugging tools, systems debugging today remains largely manual. A developer typically follows an iterative and time-consuming process to move from a reported bug to a bug fix. This is because developers are still responsible for making sense of system-wide semantics, bridging together outputs and features from existing debugging tools, and extracting information from many diverse data sources (e.g., bug reports, source code, comments, documentation, and execution traces). We believe that the latest statistical natural language processing (NLP) techniques can help automatically analyze these data sources and significantly improve the systems debugging experience. We present early results to highlight the promise of NLP-powered debugging, and discuss systems and learning challenges that must be overcome to realize this vision.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite the proliferation of debugging techniques and tools [4, 21, 28, 29, 31, 38, 45, 49], diagnosing and fixing bugs in systems remains challenging. The debugging process for developers typically entails reading a bug report, understanding its context in the system, reproducing the bug, iteratively asking and answering questions to identify its root cause, and then developing and testing potential fixes. Much of this process is manual, has many false starts, and requires significant developer familiarity with the system at hand—an increasingly elusive requirement as systems get more complex.

Indeed, given the increasingly powerful systems debugging tools we now have, a key challenge for developers is identifying how to leverage the fine-grained operations they support (e.g., queries) when presented with a high-level bug or issue. For example, what debugging tool should the developer use when a service is deemed unreachable? What query should they issue?

At the same time, coupled with the increase in system and debugging complexity, there has been an important shift in the way that developers write and run systems, tackle bugs, and document their experiences. In particular, the amount of auxiliary data associated with software systems has rapidly grown, e.g., monitoring logs, execution traces, bug reports, patches, and code documentation. These data sources embed helpful debugging information [16], but existing debugging tools fail to fully leverage them, and instead place the burden of extracting insights from this data on developers.

There are two reasons why this auxiliary data isn’t fully exploited in today’s debugging workflows. First, the auxiliary data sources, in contrast to source code, are highly unstructured and varied, ranging from custom logging formats (e.g., from debugging tools) to natural language bug reports. Techniques for automatic test generation [11, 30] and program repair [24, 42] rely on precise definitions of correctness and cannot fully leverage such unstructured data.

Second, in large systems, problems occur at the intersection of different system components. The above approaches, as well as existing monitoring and debugging tools, only instrument specific subsystems (e.g., network switches [18, 37, 38], end-host network stacks and operating systems [4, 35, 45, 46], or applications [39, 49]), but...
Program analysis and synthesis: NLP techniques have been utilized in multiple aspects of software development [14], through the lens that software systems comprise not only source code statements, but also information-rich natural language comments that should not be ignored. Examples include detecting operations with incompatible variable types [19] and converting natural language comments into assertions [15]. More recently, NLP has also been used in code generation by allowing developers to specify requirements in high-level natural language. This entails parsing loosely organized input in natural language to generate structured output in the forms of regular expressions [26], Bash programs [25], API sequences [17], and queries in domain specific languages [12].

Program debugging: NetSieve [43] used NLP to parse network trouble tickets by generating a list of keywords and using a domain-specific ontology model to extract ticket summaries from those keywords. While NetSieve automates parsing, significant manual effort is still required in (1) offline construction of an ontology model and (2) determining what constitutes a keyword. In contrast, we seek to build models that learn automatically from data, with minimal manual effort. Net2Text [8] translates English queries into SQL queries, issues those queries, summarizes the results, and translates them back into natural language for easy interpretation. We aim to go further and automatically determine which queries to issue based on bug reports, debugging traces, and source code. Recent bug localization work uses information retrieval techniques [22, 36, 53], but requires manual feature engineering.

Big Code: Recent efforts such as the Big Code initiative [50] perform statistical program analysis to take advantage of the large amount of code in existence today, with the goal of extracting insights to aid code generation, refinement, and debugging. Learning techniques have been used to identify comments that are largely redundant with source code [27] or generate natural language summaries of source code [40, 52]. We view work in the Big Code initiative as contributing to some of the individual building blocks of our proposed debugging assistant. However, significant effort is required to integrate these building blocks.

Summary: The aforementioned projects offer a glimpse into the ability to extract meaning from natural-language auxiliary data present in software projects. They also illustrate the benefits of combining information from natural language and source code [14]. However, these tools fall short of realizing our vision. First, these approaches are limited to ingesting data from a single subsystem. However, our target distributed systems scenarios require extracting and relating diverse data (e.g., bug reports, source code, comments, execution traces) from multiple subsystems (e.g., the network and applications on end hosts). Second, all of these approaches assume a single-step process, where the NLP system has to perform a single prediction. In contrast, we focus on the end-to-end system debugging process that is iterative by nature.
is specified in natural language (e.g., English). The text of the report is analyzed by a developer to decide whether it is truly a bug, as opposed to a feature request or a configuration error at the bug reporter’s end. If it is a bug, it is assigned to some developers, who then progressively narrow it down to a particular subsystem, folder, file, and eventually a change to some lines of code.

Viewed end-to-end, the workflow takes as input the text of the bug report and outputs either a bug-fix patch representing changes to the source code, a comment telling the bug reporter how to fix the configuration error, a comment saying that the bug won’t be fixed, or a comment saying that the feature request won’t be handled. Our goal is to reduce the end-to-end latency of this workflow, i.e., from the time the bug is reported to the time it is deemed handled, by using NLP to automate some debugging steps.

Opportunities for automation: We now identify opportunities to augment the developer’s debugging workflow with automation at different points during the debugging process. Developer intuition is invaluable to the debugging process and complementary to the automation afforded by techniques from NLP. Conceptually, imagine an NLP-powered debugging assistant running in the background to continuously ingest text from various sources: the bug report’s text, the bug report’s comments as they come in, the source code of the repository, and different traces. It then produces recommendations, e.g., assign a particular label to the bug report, look at this folder to diagnose the bug. These recommendations are shown to the developer based on their domain knowledge. This assistant can be applied to several different parts of the workflow:

1. Preliminary diagnosis: At the beginning of the workflow, the assistant can be used to perform diagnostics on incoming issues such as assigning labels or localizing the relevant subsystems in the project at various granularities, from top-level directories to individual lines of code. The assistant can also assign each ticket to the most relevant developer in order to streamline reviews. These tasks broadly fall into the framework of text classification and document retrieval. However, our setup presents a unique challenge of learning joint representations of the data that capture useful information from both unstructured text and structured source code.

2. Generating debugging queries: Another part of the workflow involves the assistant generating domain-specific queries to monitor different subsystems (e.g., BPF code for monitoring the kernel). This falls under the umbrella of language generation which plays a key role in problems like machine translation or text summarization. The added challenge here lies in learning a model that can effectively use a diverse set of sources like issue text, system status information, and source code semantics to generate useful and syntactically correct debugging queries (e.g., queries in BPF [6] or AppDynamics [5]).

3. Active (interactive) debugging: Finally, the debugging assistant could take multiple diagnostic or corrective actions, each building upon previous actions and their results. For this, we will draw upon techniques for sequential decision making like reinforcement learning, with the goal being to perform the optimal sequence of actions to fix the problem, within constraints on the latency of performing these actions or the compute resources expended in the process. In addition, we can keep the developer in the loop to supervise the entire process, and simultaneously help fine-tune the assistant’s decision making. We imagine that developer and assistant actions will be interleaved to debug the issue efficiently and with minimal human effort.

Ultimately, our vision is an assistant that captures the hard-won debugging wisdom of the expert programmer in different parts of the workflow by exploiting the abundant data available within source code repositories and their associated issue trackers. Of course, across all of these use cases, we must provide system support to ensure a developer-assistant interface that seamlessly handles expressive input options from the developer and provides timely responses from the assistant. In particular, developers must be able to (but not required to) input case-specific debugging information (e.g., time limits, expertise levels), and receive responses in a way that does not add undue latency to any debugging stage.

4 EXPERIMENTS

We present early evaluations for three automation techniques that we developed to expedite different stages of the end-to-end debugging workflow: predicting labels for a GitHub issue, predicting folders in a GitHub repository that are relevant to an issue, and generating debugging queries in a real distributed system.

4.1 Label and Folder Prediction

Label prediction for project issues: We formulate the label prediction task as a standard text classification problem. Formally, consider a dataset \( \mathcal{D} = \{x, y\} \) containing pairs of issue text \( x \) and their corresponding labels \( y \). Since each issue may have more than one valid label, our task is a multi-label classification problem [47]. Therefore, we consider each \( y \) to be a one-hot vector of size \( |L| \), where \( L \) is the set of all possible labels, with each entry in the vector being 1 or 0 depending on whether a particular label applies to the issue or not. Our goal is to train a model to accurately predict as many labels as possible.

The key challenge lies in learning an appropriate representation for the bug reports available in textual form. This representation should be able to capture the semantics of the issue sufficiently to predict accurate labels. There are several techniques and models that have shown considerable promise in NLP such as word embeddings [32, 41] or LSTM recurrent neural networks [20], which convert discrete textual symbols into a real-valued vector representation. As an initial foray, we use a bag-of-words representation to convert the text in each issue into a suitable vector: \( \phi(x) \). Each entry in this vector corresponds to the number of times a particular word appears in the text (most entries will be 0). We train a linear classifier \( f \) to predict probabilities for each label from this representation:

\[
\hat{y} = \sigma(f_b(x))
\]

where \( W \) is a matrix of weights, \( b \) is a bias vector, \( \sigma \) is the ReLU function and \( \hat{y} \) is a vector of predictions over all labels. We train our model by minimizing the binary cross-entropy loss (over all the labels) with respect to \( \theta \) using stochastic gradient descent [10]:

\[
L(\theta) = -\sum_i [y_i \cdot \log \hat{y}_i + (1 - y_i) \cdot \log(1 - \hat{y}_i)]
\]

Prediction of source code folders: Moving down a level of granularity, we also consider the task of predicting files/folders that might
be relevant to a particular issue, and would be useful for a developer to look at. This is a challenging task to automate since it requires a semantic understanding of both natural language text as well as the semantics of each folder (and its contents, e.g., source code).

As a first step, we focus on predicting folders that appear in changelists linked to issues. This is inherently similar to the problem of information retrieval, where the goal is to return relevant documents given a natural language query. In our case, the the issue is a query and our goal is to return a (ranked) list of relevant folders in the project. Our key requirement is to learn good representations and a similarity metric between issues and folders.

Assume each instance in our dataset is a pair $(x, z)$, where each $x$ is an issue text and each $z$ is the text corresponding to a single folder (e.g. folder name). Our goal is to learn a similarity function $\psi(\phi_1(x), \phi_2(z); \theta)$ which can be used to predict relevant folders given a new issue $x'$. Here, the $\phi$s are again suitable representations for converting text into a real-valued vector; we use the same bag of words (BOW) representation as previously described. For the similarity function $\psi$, we train a 2-layer neural network that operates on the concatenation of both BOW vectors $[\phi_1(x); \phi_2(z)]$ to predict the probability of a folder being relevant: $\hat{P}(y = 1|x,z)$.

We treat the pairs in the dataset as positive examples of matches, and generate pairs of negative examples ($\mathcal{D}' = (x', z')$), by randomly matching issues to a folder in the code that is not relevant. With this, we can train our model by minimizing the following loss function with respect to $\theta$ using stochastic gradient descent.

$$L(\theta) = - \left[ \sum_{(x,z) \in \mathcal{D}} \log \hat{P}(y = 1|x,z) + \sum_{(x',z') \in \mathcal{D}'} \log \hat{P}(y = 0|x',z') \right]$$

**Setup:** We perform empirical evaluation of our models on real-world data sourced from publicly available code repositories, specifically 98 repositories hosted on GitHub.

We collect text from closed issues along with associated labels and pull requests containing details on modified folders in the source code. This gives us supervised data for both classification problems.

For the label prediction task, we select the top-5 labels across all repositories according to their frequency of occurrence. Upon filtering for issues that contain these labels, we end up with 165,966 issues in total. We split this into train (72%), validation (8%) and test (20%) sets. We use the validation set to determine thresholds for classifying various classes by using bagging [51]. For folder prediction, we take each issue and treat the corresponding folders referenced in the commit data as positive examples while randomly generating other folders from the repository as negative examples. Table 1 provides more details on our data; as shown, the problem is challenging due to the diverse vocabulary and large scale of data.

**Results:** We use standard classification metrics of precision, recall and F-1 scores. For the label prediction task, we also report accuracy, considering a case to be correct if the set of predicted labels exactly matches the set of true labels. For folder prediction, we also report scores for mean average precision (MAP), which is an aggregate metric over precision at various levels of recall. We achieve 77.8% accuracy and 0.77 F-1 on label prediction (Table 2), which is quite promising for a multi-label classification problem over 5 classes. For comparison, a random baseline would achieve 20% on a simpler single-label classification problem. On folder prediction, we achieve an F-1 score of 0.75 and a MAP score of 0.72 for predicting relevant folders from more than 160 folders in the entire repository. This is significantly higher than a random baseline which would get a MAP score of 0.0062. Figure 2 lists qualitative examples of our model predictions. These results highlight the ability of NLP techniques to relate varied data sources (i.e., by learning a model across repos that are quite different in terms of topic, code, and structure).

### 4.2 Query Generation

A second capability we target for our assistant is the ability to automatically generate syntactically correct queries for systems and network debugging tools (e.g., Marple [38], GDB [4]) to aid the human debugging process. We formulate this as a contextual language generation problem, where the system takes user-written issue text $x$ as input\(^1\) and generates a structured debugging query $q$. As an initial foray, we perform template-based generation [44], where we train a classifier ($f$) to predict the most relevant template $T$ for an issue and then predict values for the slots in the template to generate $q$:

$$\hat{T} = f(x); \hat{q} = g(\hat{T}, x)$$

The classifiers are trained using ground truth data collected using our setup (described below), using cross entropy as the loss function during training. We stress that template-based generation is a first step. In the future, we plan to investigate more sophisticated generation models such as recurrent neural networks [20] and transformers [48], which have shown considerable promise in tasks like language modeling and machine translation.

**Setup:** We created a local testbed that runs the open source Reddit web application [3] over an emulated Mininet topology [23, 33]. Each of Reddit’s service components, including Memcached [13], Cassandra [1], and PostgreSQL [2], was hosted on a separate container within the Mininet environment, and components were connected using emulated network switches that could be programmed in P4 [9]. Our setup incorporated the Marple network debugging

\(^1\)The input could also consist of other signals like system status.

### Table 1: Statistics on our dataset of GitHub issues. Each entry is the value summed across all repos and for the median repo (in parentheses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label prediction</th>
<th># issues</th>
<th>mean # words/issue</th>
<th># distinct words in dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>165966 (15)</td>
<td>137 (117)</td>
<td>98786 (497)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folder prediction</td>
<td># issues</td>
<td>240138 (25670)</td>
<td># distinct words in dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># folders</td>
<td>1706 (174)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Examples of label & folder predictions for two repos: hashicorp/terraform and angular/material2.
• **Issue**: Took a while and the web page says ‘You broke reddit’ and ‘Funny 500 page message 3’. Upon refreshing the page it says ‘Funny 500 page message 6’. Upon further loads, the browser is stuck on ‘waiting for 10.0.0.2’.

• **Actual Fault**: mcrouter instance down.

**Relevant Query**: stream = filter(T, switch==1);
result = groupby(stream, [srcip, dstip, srcport, dstport, proto], count); Model Score: 0.94

**Irrelevant Query**: stream = filter(T, switch==5);
result = groupby(stream, [srcip, dstip, srcport, dstport, proto], count); Model Score: 0.01

*Figure 3: Example query predictions for debugging a given issue.*

We then designed an automatic fault injector, which randomly injects faults into our Mininet topology. Faults include inducing component failures, creating congestion on various links, and adding NAT and firewall router rules that create routing loops or drop certain traffic. To produce realistic debugging data, we configured the fault injector to inject a single unknown fault into our setup. We then (without knowledge of which fault was selected) acted as end users and developers. As end users, we recorded observations of different Reddit web pages (e.g., page load delays, missing content) to create the user-written issue text. As developers, we iteratively issued Marple queries until the root-cause was identified. In total, we collected 28 sets of end-user issues, Marple queries, and query outputs; we split this into train (72%), validation (8%) and test (20%) sets. Our classifier considers two kinds of query templates: one which counts packets for a given 5-tuple identifier, and another which counts per-packet queueing delay and switch queue length. Both templates are parameterized by the switch ID.

**Results**: Our results show early promise for template-based query generation. We achieve a MAP score of 0.82 and an F-1 score of 0.76 for generating relevant Marple queries (Table 2). Figure 3 shows an example query output for a scenario where a system component has failed. As shown, the model correctly predicts both the appropriate query template to use and the switch to issue it on.

**Extending to other tools**: Though our evaluation focused on the Marple debugging tool, we believe that the techniques used naturally generalize. We observe that most debugging frameworks ultimately support SQL-like frameworks for querying, e.g., the Jaeger [7] distributed tracing system supports SQL-like querying of its traces. By extracting this unified structure from the languages/grammars of different tools, we can represent any query generation problem as a sequence generation problem. This extensibility is similar to how compilers are re-engineered to target different backends.

### 5 CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK

**Systems challenges**: All of the above use cases require a developer-assistant interface that seamlessly handles expressive input options from the developer and provides timely responses from the assistant. Keeping the developer in the loop is critical because the developer represents years of domain expertise that is complementary to the data-driven NLP approach. However, determining the right interface is challenging as developer time and inputs are scarce resources. Repeatedly asking the developer for inputs negates automation benefits, but judicious developer inputs (e.g., a hint that the bug might reside in a particular subsystem) could significantly improve the assistant’s output. It is also important to determine what developer inputs to request. For instance, in a multi-label classification problem, the developer could provide a rank-ordered list of labels, which can be converted to a prior probability distribution over the labels. Further, since developer time is precious, the developer should be able to smoothly tradeoff prediction accuracy or granularity for lower prediction time, e.g., predicting issue labels is likely faster than predicting the files associated with an issue.

**Machine learning challenges**: While our preliminary experiments use a bag-of-words representation, determining the optimal model to use requires additional work. For instance, we can capture more of the compositionality in text with models like RNNs, CNNs, or even the recently proposed Transformer model [48]. However, such advanced models have high training overheads with respect to input data size, processing time, and memory. For widespread use, novel systems and algorithmic techniques must be developed to perform such training in resource-constrained settings. Potential approaches include distributed training, incremental real-time inference, and model predictions conditioned on developer preferences. There are also challenges related to data availability and privacy as systems can span multiple organizations; supporting such scenarios would require algorithmic techniques like privacy-preserving machine learning [34].

**End-to-end evaluation**: Our evaluation measured standard classification metrics because this was a preliminary investigation. However, the real value of such an assistant will be a reduction in end-to-end debugging latency and a commensurate improvement in the developer experience. To understand the impact on end-to-end debugging latency, we plan to conduct a developer study using the debugging assistant on systems of reasonable complexity (e.g., TensorFlow).
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